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Our objectives for today   

What is Autism and what is ABA?
What are some common safety concerns
Brief introduction to NSSA
Brief introduction to OPWDD with historical perspective of services in NY
Overview of “transition” and how to prepare school aged children for 

adulthood
Introduction to types of services after aging out 
Exploration and discussion of Adult Services  
Ways to develop and maintain standards for staff in adult settings
Review of the challenges for parents and providers of supports & services



What is Autism (ASD)?
• Autism, or autism spectrum disorder (ASD), refers to a broad range of conditions characterized by challenges 

with social skills, repetitive behaviors, speech and nonverbal communication.*
• We now know that there is not one autism but many subtypes, and each person with autism can have unique 

strengths and challenges.
• A combination of genetic and environmental factors influence the development of autism, and autism often is 

accompanied by medical issues such as:
• Gastrointestinal (GI) disorders
• Seizures
• Sleep disturbances
• Autism affects an estimated 1 in 59 children.
• Many people with autism also have sensory issues. These can include aversions to certain sights, sounds and 

other sensations.
• Autism’s hallmark signs usually appear by age 2 to 3. Often, it can be diagnosed as early as 18 months. Some 

associated development delays can appear even earlier.
• * In 2013, the American Psychiatric Association merged four distinct autism diagnoses into one umbrella 

diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). They included autistic disorder, childhood disintegrative 
disorder, pervasive developmental disorder-not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS) and Asperger syndrome.

https://www.autismspeaks.org/what-autism

https://www.autismspeaks.org/learn-signs
https://www.autismspeaks.org/dsm-5-criteria
https://www.autismspeaks.org/ppd-nos
https://www.autismspeaks.org/what-asperger-syndrome


What are some safety challenges for individuals with ASD?

• Situational awareness and recognizing danger--Compared to their peers, 
individuals with autism are less likely to grasp things intuitively.  They may have 
problems interpreting which situations are safe and which are not. Compounding 
this, children with autism may be too trusting. Parents and schools teach this 
population to listen to authority, but in some cases those in the position of authority 
(whether it is a stranger or someone they know) take advantage of this. 

• Sensory issues--Sensory processing challenges can put individuals with autism in 
situations that are not safe without their knowing. For example, a child who is 
sensitive to loud noises—in an effort to escape sensory overload—may 
unintentionally wander away from his family during a fireworks celebration or 
parade, or run into traffic, or through busy parking lots to “escape” the overload of 
their senses. 

• Communication--Some individuals with autism are nonverbal; others’ 
communication abilities develop later than those of their typical peers. As a result, 
they may be unable to ask for help when they need it, tell people they are lost or 
where they live, or speak to first responders and others who are trying to help. 
Finally, there are other individuals who can speak quite well but are not able to 
communicate their experiences or express their feelings. 

https://researchautism.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/A_Guide_to_Safety.pdf



• Fixation with objects or narrow interests--Some children with autism 
develop very narrow, focused interests or hobbies.  For example, a 
fascination with trains may mean that you need to take extra precautions 
when standing with your child at a station platform. 

• Generalization--Due to their direct or literal thinking, individuals with 
autism often have trouble generalizing information or applying skills 
learned at home or school to other contexts (e.g., different environments) or 
novel situations. Safety skills need to be practiced continuously in real world 
settings and different environments.

https://researchautism.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/A_Guide_to_Safety.pdf



Additional Safety Concerns

Approximately 48 percent of children diagnosed with autism have been reported to elope. Elopement 
increases the risk of death for individuals with autism at twice the rate of the general population 
(Anderson et al., 2012).

In 2009, 2010, and 2011, accidental drowning accounted for 91% total U.S. deaths reported in children 
with an ASD ages 14 and younger subsequent to wandering/elopement (National Autism Association, 
Lethal Outcomes in ASD Wandering, 2012).

Nonverbal children and teens are at high risk of physical and sexual abuse because of their perceived 
inability to communicate. The abuse rate for children with a developmental disability is 3.4 times the rate 
of children without disabilities (Boystown, 2001, Patricia Sullivan)

Also bullying, restraint, and seclusion

https://researchautism.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/A_Guide_to_Safety.pdf



• It is critically important that safety skills be assessed and 
taught at a young age and while students are still 
receiving supports and services through their school 
district
• These are life long skills which should be generalized 

across people, settings, and situations



What is Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)?
• Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) is a therapy based on the science of learning and behavior.
• Behavior analysis helps us to understand:
• How behavior works
• How behavior is affected by the environment
• How learning takes place
• ABA therapy applies our understanding of how behavior works to real situations. The goal is to increase behaviors that are helpful 

and decrease behaviors that are harmful or affect learning.
• ABA therapy programs can help:
• Increase language and communication skills
• Improve attention, focus, social skills, memory, and academics
• Decrease problem behaviors
• The methods of behavior analysis have been used and studied for decades. They have helped many kinds of learners gain different 

skills – from healthier lifestyles to learning a new language. Therapists have used ABA to help children with autism and related
developmental disorders since the 1960s.

• ABA is considered an evidence-based best practice treatment by the US Surgeon General and by the American Psychological 
Association

https://www.autismspeaks.org/applied-behavior-analysis-aba-0



Who is Nassau Suffolk Services for Autism?

• NSSA is a private, non-profit agency that works with individuals with Autism and 
their families on Long Island

• It includes an education/school program, FSS respite, recreation, and camp 
program, assistive technology services, consultation services program, and adult 
services program

• Programs utilize the principles and application of Applied Behavior Analysis
• We provide services to children and adults that address ANY and ALL areas of need 

such as education and learning, vocational skill development, self-help and 
independent living, community/school integration, behavior management and 
support, and family participation, etc., etc.



NSSA PHILOSOPHY

At NSSA we believe that each individual with autism, 
as well as their family members, deserves access to 
resources that will help them maximize their full 
potential. NSSA is dedicated to developing and 
providing those resources so that individuals with 
autism will be able to live lives filled with promise, 
dignity, and purpose and their families will have hope 
as well as peace of mind.



In short, we help our students and clients live rewarding, 
productive and positive lives



Schools/Institutions in NYS

• 1st in NYS was the Syracuse State School established as the NYS Asylum for Idiots, 1851  
(1st in country was in Massachusetts in 1848)

• NYC Children's Hospital on Randall’s Island, 1870
• New York State Custodial Asylum at Newark, 1878
• Oneida County Poorhouse became the Oneida State Custodial Asylum, 1893
• Craig Colony, specific for epilepsy, Finger lakes region of Sonyea NY, 1896
• Letchworth Village School in Rockland County opened as Eastern NY Custodial Asylum, 

emphasized vocational training, 1911
• Wassaic State School, 1930

Castellani, 2005



Where have we come from?
Terms of the past:

“mental defectives” “dependent” “trainable”
“epileptics” “marginal” “unteachable”
“feeble minded” “higher grade” “on the books”
“delinquent” “wards” “colonies” 
“low grade” “imbeciles” “morons”
“convalescent care” “parole” “idiots”



Pivotal points in NYS IDD history
• 1st special education classroom in public school was in Providence, RI, 1886
• 1st in NYS was in NYC, 1902
• State Law mandate, “educable children”, 1917
• The Department of Mental Hygiene was founded in 1926
• Family Care 1935 established (began informally in 1931) 
• Legislation passed for the creation of the Institute for Research in Mental 

Retardation in New York State Department of Mental Hygiene, 1958, 1st

laboratories opened there in 1968

Castellani, 2005



Jumping ahead … Willowbrook!
“Willowbrook State School, a state-run school for 
children with intellectual disability on Staten Island 
whose atrocities and abuses were exposed to the world 
in 1972 by TV news journalist Geraldo Rivera, was 
closed in 1987. New York's Office of Mental 
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities (OMRDD) 
held a “landmark event” November 13, 2007 to 
commemorate the 20th anniversary of closing 
Willowbrook, outlining events related to Willowbrook.”

http://mn.gov/mnddc/extra/wbrook/wbrook-timeline.htm



Then …
1972 - First community residence for persons with developmental disabilities opens in 

New York State
1974 - State Schools renamed "Developmental Centers".
May 5, 1975 - Willowbrook Consent Decree signed. New York State commits itself to a 

program of improving community placement for the "Willowbrook class" clients. Shortly 
thereafter, then Governor Hugh Carey extends similar benefits to all persons served by 
the OMRDD system
1977 - Chapter 978 of the Laws of 1977 signed into law creating separate Office of 

Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities (OMRDD).
April 1, 1978 - OMRDD begins operations. About 16,447 persons reside in 

developmental centers; 7,340 persons live in community residences; 22,355 persons 
receive day treatment services. More than 42,800 people served
2012 -The Justice Center was established in NYS in the wake of a series of stories in The 

New York Times exposing decades of abuse in facilities run by state agencies such as the 
Office for People with Developmental Disabilities and the Office of Mental Health

http://mn.gov/mnddc/extra/wbrook/wbrook-timeline.htm



OPWDD = Office for People with 
Developmental Disabilities

The New York State Office for People With Developmental Disabilities (OPWDD) 
is responsible for coordinating services for more than 126,000 New Yorkers with 
developmental disabilities, including intellectual disabilities, cerebral palsy, Down 
syndrome, autism spectrum disorders, and other neurological impairments. It 
provides services directly and through a network of approximately 700 nonprofit 
service providing agencies, with about 80 percent of services provided by the 
private nonprofits and 20 percent provided by state-run services.

OPWDD was created in 1978 as the Office of Mental Retardation and 
Developmental Disabilities, an independent cabinet-level state agency, largely 
because of the need for an autonomous entity to implement the Willowbrook 
consent decree and the resulting closure and downsizing of institutions. In the 
decades that followed, it has become one of the state’s largest agencies. Individuals 
supported by this agency and their family members forged a strong working 
partnership that shaped the way the system grew to support increasing numbers of 
individuals to live with greater independence in their communities.

http://www.opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_about/overview_of_agency



The goals of OPWDD and provider agencies are 
consistent with philosophy of Self-Determination 

and having people…
• Enjoy more meaningful relationships
• Experience personal growth
• Fully participate in their communities
• Live in the home of their choice

http://www.opwdd.ny.gov/welcome-front-door/home



OPWDD Eligibility

• The Eligibility Review process is the gateway to OPWDD 
services in New York State. 

• An individual who has a developmental disability and lives in 
New York State can request a basic eligibility review

• Before receiving Medicaid-funded services through OPWDD , 
an individual must arrange to have a review of the necessary 
records that contain evidence of a qualifying developmental 
disability

• This requirement is the same for other OPWDD funded 
programs such as respite, recreation, camp, etc.

http://www.opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_services_supports/eligibility



Once these requirements have been met individuals may be able to access 
various supports and services including: 

Family Support Services

These supports and services are designed to support a natural family environment with:
• information and referral 

• family and individual counseling 
• family-member training 

• recreation 
• camps 

• after-school programs 
• transportation 
• sibling services 
• support groups 

• service coordination
http://www.opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_services_supports/supports_for_independent_and_family_living/family_support_services



Preparing for the future!

Transition planning- As described in section 
602 of the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Improvement Act of 2004, every 
student is required by law to have a 
transition component on their IEP no later 
then their 16 birthday. (15) in NYS



Transition Services may include

Post secondary education
Vocational education/training
Integrated employment (including supported employment)

Continuing and Adult Ed
Adult Services
Independent living or community participation

IDEA 2004



Federal and State Requirements
• Parent and student notification and participation
• Participating agencies and responsibilities
• Vocational assessments
• At age 15 an IEP in NYS must include needed transition services in (a) instruction (b) related services (c) community experiences (d) development of employment/other post school adult living and when appropriate (e) daily living skills and (f) functional vocational evaluation
• Based on student’s needs, preferences and interests
• Student exit summary

NYS Education Department, Office of Vocational & Educational Services for Individuals with Disabilities, 2004 



“Transitioning to adulthood is difficult regardless 
of a youth’s abilities, so transition planning is key 
to ensuring success in adulthood for young people 
with disabilities. Adult services are very different 

from the services provided to students.”

“There is no right to a job, day program or 
residence once your child leaves school”

www.advocatesforchildren.org 



Transition to Adult Services

WHAT HAPPENS NOW?



Concerns, Questions, and Misconceptions 

• “Jimmy isn’t going to learn 
anymore!”

• “What about academics?”
• “What will he do all day?”
• “Is he only going to go to job-sites?”
• Adult service programs only go to 

the mall !   




o Group Day Habilitation (GDH) & Program Without Wall (PWW)
o Employment Training Program (ETP)
o NYS Pathways to Employment
o Adult Career and Continuing Education Services-Vocation (ACCESS-VR)     

Formerly VESID
o Supported Employment (SEMP)
o Community Habilitation (COMM HAB)
o Family Support Services (FSS) i.e. respite
o Self-Directed Services (Formerly CSS)

See OPWDD website for further details

What type of OPWDD services are out there after 
aging out?



What is this day hab?         

Day Habilitation services are habilitation services that may be provided 
to an individual regardless of his or her living environment, and 
regularly take place in a non-residential setting, separate from the 
individual’s private residence or other home.
Day Habilitation services can assist individuals to acquire, retain or 

improve their self-help, socialization and adaptive skills, including 
communication, travel and other areas in adult education.
Activities and environments are designed to foster the development of 

skills and appropriate behavior, greater independence, community 
inclusion, relationship building, self-advocacy and informed choice. 
Additionally, individuals accessing day habilitation often contribute to 
their communities through volunteer work.

http://www.opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_services_supports/supports_for_independent_and_family_living/day_services



What is Day Hab Without Walls?
Day hab without walls is essentially the same service, 
HOWEVER, services are provided within the community setting as opposed 

to a site based setting
The individual goal areas may be the same but are focused on community 

integration
Generally, PWW programs have a meeting spot and then break up into 

community based outings and activities
*************************************************************************************************

This is generally now the day hab model currently being supported 
by CMS (Medicaid) and OPWDD

Let’s Discuss



Target Goals of Adult Services (Day Hab)
Foster skills that develop greater independence and safety for our 

participants throughout their lives
Secure opportunities for volunteer job sampling within the 

community
Teach skills to grow and develop to their maximum workforce 

potential
Teach skills to develop self-help and independent leisure activities  
Teach clients the intricacies of appropriate behavior in the 

community
Look for these elements when exploring options



Focus on….
Teaching functional and relevant goals!

Teaching goals that are universally important and 
socially relevant! 

Always ask, “What is the purpose, where is this 
goal going?”

Bring goals full circle!



Targets Across All Settings

Independence, Self-Help, and Safety

Skill Acquisition and Retention

FUNCTIONAL Academics 
(Applied Learning)

Social Skills, Leisure, Quality of Life



A Case for Teaching 
Functional Skills

My Other Brother Daryl, by Preston Lewis3 Examples:
“Daryl can now do lots of things he couldn’t do before!”
“He can put 100 pegs in a board in less than 10 minutes while in 

his seat with 95% accuracy.”
“But he can’t put quarters in vending machines.”
“He can sort blocks by color, up to 10 different colors!”
“But he can’t sort clothes; whites from colors for washing.”
“He can sing his ABC’s and tell me letters of the alphabet when
presented on a card in uppercase with 80% accuracy.” 
“But he can’t tell the men’s from the ladies’ room when 
we go out.”



Example:

Transition & Vocational Skill Assessment

Student/Consumer Name: ______________________________

Date: _______________

Evaluation:  1st Evaluation 2nd Evaluation Transition Year Evaluation 

Evaluation Completed by: ______________________________

Reviewed by: ______________________________

This assessment will be completed for each student 14 years of age and older enrolled in NSSA’s Martin C. Barell School, as well as all 
consumers in the Adult Services Program.  The assessment will evaluate several key areas such as basic foundation skills, basic work skills, 
learning style, social and leisure skills, behavior challenges, and individual vocational preference.  It will also assess transition skills as well 
as provide essential information for each student/consumer.  As a result NSSA staff will be able to find the best vocational match for job 
sampling as well as identify specific objectives for teaching skills to help secure and maintain future employment and ensure a successful 
transition into adult services.  Please refer to the key below to identify the measurement of each number on the assessment scale.  If a 
category does not apply to your student/client, or you are unsure of that particular skill, please indicate by circling NA (not applicable) or ? 
(unknown), provided to the right of that row.  

Key:

5 = excellent / always / fully independent

4 =good / usually / mostly independent

3 = satisfactory / sometimes / fairly independent

2 = unsatisfactory / rarely / rarely independent

1 = absent / never / fully dependent



Assess → Identify → Teach
NSSA Transition & Vocational Skill Assessment includes 10 Categories/Subcategories and 284+> Specific, Identified, 

Potential, and Teachable Goals 

Basic Requisite Skills- i.e. Follows basic 2 step directions, can follow 
visual/word schedules and language concepts 

Basic Requisite Self-Help Skills- i.e. Wash and dry hands independently, 
can use a tissue when necessary

Language and Communication Skills- i.e. Communicates verbally with 5-
10 words, responds to someone’s initiation

Activities of Daily Living- i.e. Can independently use a microwave, can 
pour beverage into cup



Additional Areas to Assess

Time Concepts and Money Management Skills –
i.e. Reads a digital clock, keeps appointments, identifies coins, can use a bank card

Safety, Transportation, and Sexual Awareness –
i.e. Provides ID upon request, sits appropriately when traveling in a vehicle, can identify 
male or female, can identify stranger vs. someone they know, can call 911 for help in 
emergency

Community Integration Skills – i.e. Appropriately waits on line at food store, can make 
purchase at vending machine , +++++++++, etc. 



Continued Areas to Assess
Leisure Skills and Reinforcement – i.e. Will choose a preferred leisure 

activity, uses the computer for leisure, reinforced by verbal praise, 

Behavior – i.e. Exhibits aggression toward others, can appropriately 
express self when angry or upset, utilizes self-monitoring and coping 
strategies

Vocational Skills – Various settings including> General Vocational 
Readiness Skills, Office, Cleaning and Maintenance, Retail, 
Stocking/Warehouse, Restaurant/Food Service, and more.



Provides identification upon request 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Answers personal ID question for name 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Answers personal ID for address 5 4 3 2 1 NA- ? 

Answers personal ID for phone number 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Demonstrates an awareness of strangers 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Runs away from staff or family when 
in the community

5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Can inform someone in case of emergency 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Responds to fire alarm 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Can call 911 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Can identify community helpers – policeman, firemen, etc. 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Fastens seatbelt 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Unfastens seatbelt 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Sits appropriately while traveling in car, van, bus, etc. 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Is able to cross street at crosswalk 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Is able to read and understand bus schedule 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ? 

Can independently travel on a public bus 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Is aware of the difference between male and female 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Can identify male or female 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Engages in inappropriate displays of affection i.e. hugs, etc. 5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Engages in inappropriate sexual behavior in the presence of others i.e. touching, 
masturbation, exposing self

5 4 3 2 1 NA - ?

Area of assessment: Safety, Transportation, and Sexual Awareness



Adults in the community
o Access through visiting local restaurants, stores, etc. 

o Access through attending community events

o Access through vocational volunteer work-sites: job carve as needed to 
create individualized tasks in order to participate

o Identify reinforcing locations and activities within the community

o GET OUT THERE!!!



Society/Community

Society/
Community

Home/Independent 
Living:

Self-Help
Leisure 

Participation!

Vocational 
Integration:

Employment/Volunteerism

Participation!

Community 
Integration

Bowling in town

Participation!



Develop skills necessary to becoming

Positive

Productive

Contributing

Members of

Society



How do we integrate adults who require more 
significant support?

Identify specific behavioral challenges through assessment, history, and 
observation

Integrate in successful increments if necessary … start small

Develop individualized motivation systems and behavior contracts

Identify natural reinforcers in each environment



• NSSA Green Team

• Help Us … Help Others

Create Opportunities for “in house” and for 
in the community 



Other “In-House” Projects:  Mailings for various 
companies, NSSA Salad Shop, NSSA’s Pieces of Hope 

Body Products 



Training Staff to Identify Opportunities

Provide information about individual participant learning styles, 
preferences, and interests

Provide information on individual’s past goals and objectives

Review and discuss IEPs(Individualized Education Plan) and 
DHPs(Day Habilitation Plan)



Training is critical!

Provide concrete examples throughout the day, in various 
settings

Identify individual staff strengths

Empower staff 

Value their input/Include them in decisions and goal 
development



What helps maintain safety standards for adults with 
ASD in adult services and community settings?

Providers of services including 
Direct Support Professionals (DSPs) are bound by : 

• OFFICIAL COMPILATION OF CODES, RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE 
STATE OF NEW YORK TITLE 14. DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE 
CHAPTER XIV. OFFICE FOR PEOPLE WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 
PART 633. PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING SERVICES IN 
FACILITIES OPERATED AND/OR CERTIFIED BY OPWDD

14 CRR-NY 633.11



Professional and Ethical 
Guidelines 



Code of Ethics for Direct 
Support Professionals

NYS OPWDD



Professional and Ethical 
Compliance Code for 

Behavior Analysis
BACB



Post 21 Concerns

• Absence of federal funding
• Insufficient planning – lack of transition plans
• Inappropriate state initiatives
• Under funded and confusing 
• Lack of post secondary education
• Lack of employment opportunities
• Inexperience with independent living

50,000 children with ASD  

in the U.S.

age out of school each 

year

Autism Speaks



General Challenges Faced by Programs and Professionals Working 
with the Adult Population 

High DSP turnover (26.7%, 7.5% increase from 2016-COPA BeFair to Direct Care)
DSP vacancy rate (Generally in the field) (In NYS DSP vacancy rate apx. 14.4% 
up 30% from 2016-COPA BeFair to Direct Care) 
Diverse employment backgrounds of staff
Many staff are not previously trained as teachers, clinicians, etc.
Staff/Consumer ratios, transportation, and funding
Maintaining individualized, quality programming
New and changing regs, mandates, requirements of CMS and the OPWDD “Transformational agenda”
Uncertainty of what the future holds for the system of services 

for the “O” populations … 
child/family services, alcohol and substance abuse, mental heath and IDD/ASD 



Challenges faced by parents

 Having to relive the battles of the past … and do it again

 Unfamiliarity with OPWDD services and process

 Lack of accurate information from School District due to their unfamiliarity 
with OPWDD and process

 Misleading and inconsistent information

 Where is the bus???



Parent challenges continued 

 Dealing with agencies that are not necessarily the right fit for their son or 
daughter (especially for ASD)(and utilizing ABA)

 Dealing with agencies that are limited in their ability to assist in the process 
and are unsure of current state of services 

 The weight and stress of the process and these issues described



Resources for Families and Professionals
• www.opwdd.ny.gov
• https://www.justicecenter.ny.gov/
• www.health.ny.gov/health_care/medicaid
• www.autismspeaks.org
• www.p12.nysed.gov/specialed/transition
• https://nyhrc.org/index.php
• http://nationalautismassociation.org/
• www.ahany.org
• www.researchautism.org
• https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-autism-

advocate/201202/what-are-the-safety-concerns-people-the-autism-
spectrum



Other resources from today

• From Snake Pits To Cash Cows, Politics and Public Institutions 
in New York, Castellani 2005

• The Language of Learning, McBrien & Brandt 1997
• A Guide to Successful Employment for Individuals with 

Autism, Smith, Belcher, & Juhrs1995
• Syracuse Community-Reference Curriculum Guide for 

Students with Moderate and Severe Disabilities
• www.health.ny.gov
• www.advocatesforchildren.org
• https://researchautism.org/how-we-help/safety/



Jason K. Watson, BCaBA, CBAA

Director of  Community Engagement

Nassau Suffolk Services for Autism

80 Hauppauge Rd.

Commack, NY 11725

nssainfo.org

jwatson@nssa.net

Contact Info


